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Abstract
Let X be a locally compact metrizable space. We show that the Paschke dual
construction, which associates to a representation of C0 .X / its commutant
modulo locally compact operators, can be sheafified. We use this observation
to simplify several constructions in analytic K-homology.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a locally compact, metrizable space and let H be an X -module — that is, a
Hilbert space equipped with a representation  of C0 .X/. An operator T 2 B.H / is
called pseudolocal if T.f /  .f /T is compact for all f 2 C0 .X/, and it is called
locally compact if T.f / and .f /T individually are compact for all f 2 C0 .X/.
Plainly, the pseudolocal operators form a C  -algebra, and the locally compact
operators form an ideal in this C  -algebra. We will denote these by D.X/ and
C.X/ respectively, and we will denote by Q.X/ the quotient D.X/=C.X/. Thus,
Q.X/ is the commutant “modulo locally compact operators” of the representation
; it is called the Paschke dual of  [11].
Since the fundamental works of Atiyah [2], Brown-Douglas-Fillmore [3] and
Kasparov [10], it has been clear that the algebra extension
0 ! C.X/ ! D.X/ ! Q.X/ ! 0

functions as an abstract counterpart to the extension associated to the zero’th order
pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold M ,
0 ! K ! ‰.M / ! C.S  M / ! 0:

Here ‰.M / is the C  -algebra generated by the zero’th order pseudodifferential operators acting on L2 .M /, S  M is the unit cosphere bundle of M , and  W ‰.M / !
C.S  M / is the symbol map — the map that takes a pseudodifferential operator to
its principal symbol.
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The Paschke dual algebra Q.X/ is not commutative, but it shares some of the
properties of the symbol algebra C.S  M /. In particular, it is localizable: given
an open subset U of X , it makes sense to restrict an element of Q.X/ to U , and
it also makes sense to glue together such restrictions on overlapping open sets.
Moreover, these considerations have been important in the study of index theory
and K-homology. The correct language in which to discuss such localization and
gluing is, of course, that of sheaf theory [4]. The purpose of this note is to study
Q.X/ systematically from a sheaf-theoretic perspective.
2. Sheaves of C  -algebras
Let X be a locally compact and metrizable space. The standard notations C0 .X/
and Cb .X/ will be used for the C  -algebras of continuous functions on X which
vanish at infinity (respectively, are uniformly bounded).
In this section we will review some basic facts about sheaves of C  -algebras.
Most if not all of this material is in the literature already (see [1] and the other
references in the appendix) but is included here for completeness.
Definition 2.1 A presheaf of C  -algebras over X is a contravariant functor from
the category of open subsets of X and inclusions to the category of C  -algebras.
Similarly we may speak of a presheaf of unital C  -algebras.
We adopt the usual notation of “restriction” for the maps induced by inclusions
of open sets. That is, if i W V ! U is an inclusion of open sets and A is a presheaf,
we will write ajV for the image A.i /.a/ 2 A.V / of a 2 A.U /.
Example 2.2 The assignment U 7! Cb .U / defines a presheaf of unital C  -algebras.
As usual, a sheaf of C  -algebras is a presheaf which “can be reconstructed from
local data”. However, this notion needs to be correctly interpreted to incorporate the
analysis—this is not a sheaf of algebras in the classical sense of [4]. Rather, it is a
sheaf in the category of C  -algebras. We adopt the following definition from [1].
Definition 2.3 A sheaf of C  -algebras over X is a presheaf A of C  -algebras such
S
that A.;/ D 0 and such that, whenever U D Uj is a union of open subsets of X ,
the following additional axioms are satisfied:
(i) (Uniqueness) If a 2 A.U / and ajUj D 0 for all j , then a D 0.
(ii) (Gluing) If aj 2 A.Uj / is a bounded family for which aj jUi \Uj D ai jUi \Uj
for all i;j , then there exists a 2 A.U / such that ajUj D aj for all j . Moreover,
kak 6 supj kaj k.
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(This differs from the classical algebraic notion of sheaf by the boundedness requirement appearing in the gluing axiom.)
See [1] for the interpretation of this definition as “a sheaf in the category of
C -algebras”.


Example 2.4 It is easy to see that the presheaf of bounded continuous functions on
X (Example 2.2) is in fact a sheaf.
Definition 2.5 We will say that a sheaf A of unital C  -algebras is a special sheaf
if it is a sheaf of (unital) modules over the sheaf of bounded continuous functions
— that is to say, if A.U / is a module over Cb .U / for every open set U , with the
constant function 1 acting as the identity, and the natural compatibility relations
hold.
All the examples that we shall consider in this paper will be special sheaves.
In fact, it is apparently unknown whether there exist any non-special sheaves of
C  -algebras (see [1, Section 5], where our “special” sheaves are called C-sheaves).
Special sheaves can be identified with several other notions of “continuous family
of C  -algebras” over X ; we discuss this briefly in the appendix to this section, but
we won’t make use of those results in the main text.
Lemma 2.6 Suppose that A is a special sheaf over X . Let U;V be open subsets of
0
X with VN  U . Then for any a 2 A.U / there exists a0 2 A.X/ with ajV D ajV
and
0
ka k 6 kak.
Proof: Choose g 2 Cb .U / with 0 6 g 6 1, Supp.g/  U and g D 1 on VN . Let W
be the complement of Supp.g/. Apply the gluing axiom to the elements ga 2 A.U /
and 0 2 A.W /.
The stalk of a sheaf (or presheaf) A at x 2 X is defined as usual by
A.x/ D limfA.U / W U open, U 3 xg;
!

the direct limit (D colimit) of course being in the category of C  -algebras. For
special sheaves, this is equivalent to a more concrete definition. Suppose that A is
special, let U be any open set containing x , and let A D A.U /. Let I C Cb .U / be
the ideal of functions vanishing at x . By the Cohen-Hewitt factorization theorem,
IA is a closed ideal in A. If a 2 IA, then for each " > 0 there is an open U 3 x such
that kajU k < ", and so (by definition of the C  -algebraic direct limit) the natural
-homomorphism A ! A.x/ vanishes on IA. Thus we obtain a -homomorphism
˛ W A=IA ! A.x/:

(2.1)

Lemma 2.7 For any special sheaf A, the -homomorphism ˛ described in Equation 2.1 is an isomorphism.
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Proof: We must show that the map is both surjective and injective.
For surjectivity, consider the -homomorphisms A.U / ! A.x/, as U runs over
a system of neighborhoods of x . By definition of the direct limit, the union of the
ranges of these homomorphisms is dense in A.x/. But it follows from Lemma 2.6
that this union is included in the range of ˛ . Therefore ˛ is surjective, since the
image of a -homomorphism is always closed.
For injectivity, suppose that a 2 A.X/ maps to zero in A.x/. Then for each " > 0
there is a neighborhood U of x such that kajU k < ". Using the special structure,
one easily produces a0 D 'a, where ' vanishes near x and is 1 outside U , such that
ka  a0 k < ". But clearly a0 2 IA. Since IA is closed, the result follows.
As expected, an element of a sheaf is determined by its values on the stalks (for
this reason we may refer to its as a “section” of the sheaf).
Proposition 2.8 Let A be a sheaf of C  -algebras over X and let a 2 A.X/. For
each x 2 X let a.x/ 2 A.x/ denote the value of a at x . If a.x/ D 0 for all x 2 X ,
then a D 0.

Proof: Let " > 0. The hypothesis implies that each x 2 X has a neighborhood Ux
such that kajUx k < ". By the gluing axiom, kak 6 ". Since " is arbitrary, a D 0.
Remark 2.9 It follows from this proposition that the obvious -homomorphism
Y
A.X/ !
A.x/
x2X

is injective. Since an injective -homomorphism is isometric, we find that for any
section a 2 A.X/,
kak D supfka.x/k W x 2 Xg:
We will need this identity in a moment. Notice in particular the following consequence (called local convexity): if A is a special sheaf, f'j g is a finite partition of
unity, and aj 2 A.X/, then
X

˚



 'j aj  6 max kaj k :
The local convexity property was introduced in [9].
We can glue local sections of special sheaves using a partition of unity.
Lemma 2.10 Let A be a special sheaf over X . Let U D fUj g be an open cover of
X and let f'j g be a locally finite continuous partition of unity subordinate to U .
Suppose that aj 2 A.Uj / is a uniformly bounded family. Then the sum
X
aD
' j aj
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defines an element a of A.X/ with kak 6 supj kaj k. Furthermore, if kaj jUi 
aijUj k < " for all i;j , then kajUj  aj k 6 " for all j .

Proof: Let M D supkaj k. Each point of X has a neighborhood W that meets the
support of only finitely many f'j g. Then the sum
X
aW D
'j jW aj jW
j

is a finite one and defines aW 2 A.W /; moreover, by local convexity, kaW k 6 M .
Let W be an open cover of X by sets W arising as above, and observe that if
W;W 0 2 W then aW jW 0 D aW 0 jW . Thus, by the gluing axiom, there is a 2 A.X/
restricting to aW on each W , and kak 6 M . This is the interpretation of the sum
appearing in the statement of the lemma.
It remains to prove the final sentence. However, if kaj jUi  ai jUj k < " for all
i;j , then we may write
X
ajUj  aj D
'i .ai  aj /jUj
i

which has norm at most " by local convexity again.
Morphisms of sheaves are defined in the usual way (as natural transformations
of the underlying presheaves). A morphism of sheaves gives rise to a morphism on
each stalk, which we call its germ. In the presence of appropriate local continuity
the converse is also true:
Proposition 2.11 Let A and A0 be sheaves of C  -algebras over X , and suppose
that for each x there is given a -homomorphism ˛.x/ W A.x/ ! A0 .x/. Suppose
also that there is an open cover U of X such that for each U 2 U there is a
-homomorphism ˛.U / W A.U / ! A0 .U / such that ˛.x/ is the germ of ˛.U / for
all x 2 U . Then there is one and only one morphism of sheaves ˛ W A ! A0 whose
germs are ˛.x/.

Proof: Let a 2 A.x/ and let U be an open cover of the kind described in the
statement. Consider the family of elements bU D ˛.U /.ajU / 2 A0 .U /, U 2 U . If
U;V 2 U and x 2 U \V , the previous proposition shows that bU j.U \V / D bV j.U \V / .
Thus the fbU g form a compatible family, so by the gluing axiom they are restrictions
of b 2 A0 .X/. We define ˛.a/ D b .
Corollary 2.12 Let B be a basis for the topology of X and let A and A0 be sheaves
of C  -algebras over X . Any natural transformation between the restrictions of A
and A0 to the full subcategory on the members of B extends uniquely to a morphism
of sheaves.
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Remark 2.13 Since a section of a sheaf is an example of a morphism (a section
of A is a morphism of the constant sheaf to A), a special case of these results is
the following local characterization of sections: if A is a sheaf of C  -algebras and
a.x/ 2 A.x/ for all x , and if each x 2 X has a neighborhood U for which there is
a 2 A.U / restricting to a.y/ for all y 2 U , then the a.x/ arise from a section a of
A.
The following localization property for sheaves of C  -algebras is the relative
version of proposition 2.8.
Proposition 2.14 Let ˛ W A ! A0 be a morphism of sheaves of C  -algebras over
X , and suppose that A is special. If the germ ˛.x/ W A.x/ ! A0 .x/ is an isomorphism for each x 2 X , then ˛ is an isomorphism of sheaves (and, in particular,
˛.X/ W A.X/ ! A0 .X/ is an isomorphism).

Proof: It follows directly from Proposition 2.8 that if ˛.x/ is injective for each x ,
then ˛.X/ is injective. Now suppose further that ˛.x/ is an isomorphism for each
x , and let b 2 A0 .X/. Then, given any " > 0, there exists an open cover U of X
and, for each U 2 U an element aU 2 A.U / such that k˛.U /.aU /  bjU k < "=2.
Moreover if U;V 2 U we have
k˛.U \ V /.aU jV  aV jU /k < ";

and therefore (since an injective -homomorphism is isometric), kaU jV aV jU k < ".
Thus we are in a position to apply Lemma 2.10 and obtain a 2 A .X/ with
k˛.a/  bk < 2". Since the range of ˛ is closed, this suffices to show that ˛ is
surjective.
3. The sheaf of noncommutative symbols
Let X be locally compact and metrizable and let a Hilbert space representation
 W C0 .X/ ! B.H / be given. As remarked in the introduction, we will call
the Hilbert space H , provided with this structure, an X -module. Recall that any
such representation  extends to a representation of the algebra of bounded Borel
functions on X . We do not require that the representation be essential (in other
words, the projection corresponding to the Borel function 1 may not be the identity).
Let C.X/ and D.X/ be the algebras of locally compact and pseudolocal operators, respectively, on the X -module H . (We’ll write C.XIH / and so on if
it’s necessary to specify the module explicitly.) Let Q.X/ denote their quotient,
D.X/=C.X/. We refer to [7] for the basic properties of these objects and in
particular for the definition [7, 5.4.3] of K -homology as
Ki .X/ D KiC1 .Q.X//
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whenever the X -module H is ample. We shall also need Kasparov’s Lemma [7,
5.4.6 and 5.4.7]: an operator T is pseudolocal if and only if .f /T.g/ is compact
whenever f and g have disjoint supports.
Note that D.X/ contains the image of the representation ; we therefore obtain
an induced homomorphism  W C0 .X/ ! Q.X/.
Remark 3.1 We will also consider the case where, in addition to its topology, the
space X carries a coarse structure C in the sense of [14]. A coarse structure
defines the controlled neighborhoods of the diagonal in X  X , or equivalently
the uniformly bounded covers of X — a cover U is uniformly bounded if and only
S
if fU  U W U 2 U g is controlled. We assume that the coarse structure and
the topology are weakly compatible, in the sense that X must admit a uniformly
bounded open cover. (This is weaker than the condition that the coarse structure be
proper, see Definition 2.22 in [14]. It does still imply, however, that all compact
subsets of X  X are controlled.)
An operator T on H is controlled if there is a controlled set S  X X such that
.f /T.g/ D 0 whenever Supp.f /  Supp.g/ is disjoint from S . In the presence
of a coarse structure C we may define C.X; C / to be the C  -algebra generated by
the locally compact and controlled operators on H and similarly D.X; C / to be the
C  -algebra generated by the pseudolocal and controlled operators1 and Q.X; C / to
be their quotient. Observe that if C is the indiscrete coarse structure (all subsets of
X  X are controlled) then these definitions correspond to our earlier ones. For this
reason we may sometimes omit explicit mention of the coarse structure C from our
notation.
Note that (for any coarse structure C ), D.X; C / contains the image of the
representation ; we therefore obtain an induced homomorphism  W C0 .X/ !
Q.X; C /.
Lemma 3.2 For any representation , the algebra Q.X; C IH / is isomorphic to
Q.X; C IPH /, where P is the projection corresponding to the Borel function 1 on
X.

Proof: Write T 2 B.H / as a matrix

T D

T11 T12
T21 T22



with respect to the direct sum decomposition H D .1  P /H ˚ PH . Noting that
for all f 2 C0 .X/ we have P.f / D .f / D .f /P and .1  P /.f / D 0 D
1 These algebras are denoted by C  .X / and D  .X / in [6], [7] and [8] where more information
about their properties may be found.
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.f /.1  P /, we see that in order for T to be pseudolocal it is necessary and
sufficient that T12 and T21 locally compact and T22 pseudolocal. Similarly, in order
that T be locally compact it is necessary and sufficient that T12 , T21 and T22 be
locally compact. (In either case, T11 can be an arbitrary operator on .1  P /H —
every operator on this space is locally compact.) It follows that T 7! T22 defines a
-isomorphism Q.X; C IH / ! Q.X; C IPH /.

When working with the algebras associated to coarse structures, the following
lemma is important.2
Lemma 3.3 Let X be a locally compact metrizable space equipped with a coarse
structure C weakly compatible with its topology. Let T 2 D.X; C / and suppose in
addition that T is locally compact. Then T 2 C.X; C /.
In other words, we have D.X; C / \ C.X/ D C.X; C /.

Proof: Let us define a controlled partition of unity on X to be a locally finite
partition of unity f'j g, consisting of continuous functions, such that the supports
Supp.'j / form a uniformly bounded cover. Since X is paracompact and admits a
uniformly bounded open cover, controlled partitions of unity exist. Fix one for the
duration of the proof.
Let Tn be a sequence of controlled, pseudolocal operators converging (in norm)
to T . We know that T is locally compact, but we do not know a priori that the fTn g
are — that is why the lemma is not “immediate”. Let f'j g be a controlled partition
of unity on X and let ˆ W B.H / ! B.H / be the completely positive contraction
X
ˆ.S/ D
.'j1=2 /S.'j1=2 /:
j

It is easy to check that ˆ.S/ is a controlled operator (whatever S is), and that
if S is pseudolocal, then ˆ.S/  S is locally compact. In particular, ˆ.T / D
.ˆ.T /  T / C T is locally compact and controlled, so it belongs to C.X; C /.
Moreover, T  ˆ.T / D lim.Tn  ˆ.Tn // is a limit of locally compact, controlled
operators, hence it belongs to C.X; C /. It follows that T 2 C.X; C / as asserted.
Now let X be as above and let U be an open subset of X . A coarse structure
C on X (weakly compatible with the topology) restricts to one on U . Let PU be
the projection on H associated (via the Borel extension of ) to the characteristic
function of U . Note that PU 2 D.X; C /. Let iU W C0 .U / ! C0 .X/ denote the
extension-by-zero homomorphism. Then for each f 2 C0 .U /, .iU .f // maps
PU H to itself and vanishes on the orthogonal complement .1  PU /H . Consequently, PU H has the structure of a U -module.
2 In

[7] it is incorrectly claimed that this lemma is “immediate” from the definitions.
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Definition 3.4 When we refer to C.U /, D.U /, and Q.U /, these will always be
defined on PU H , using the U -module structure explained above, and the restriction
of the coarse structure (if any) on X .
Suppose that U and V are open subsets of X , with U  V . Since PU 2 D.X/,
it is easy to see that the formula
rU;V .T / D PU TPU

defines contractive linear restriction maps C.V / ! C.U /, D.V / ! D.U / and
Q.V / ! Q.U /, and these have the functorial property
rU;V ı rV;W D rU;W

for U  V  W . The restriction maps are not homomorphisms of algebras for C or
for D. However, it turns out that they are homomorphisms for the algebras Q.
Lemma 3.5 Let X be a locally compact metrizable space, possibly equipped with a
coarse structure, and let H be an X -module. Then the assignment U 7! Q.U / (for
open subsets U of X ), together with the restriction maps rU;V , defines a presheaf of
unital C  -algebras over the space X .

Proof: We need only show that the restriction maps are algebra homomorphisms
(it is clear that they respect the involution). Denote rU;V .T / by TjU . We must
show (using Lemma 3.3 in the case that a coarse structure is present) that, for
S;T 2 D.V /, the difference
E WD SjU TjU  .ST /jU D PU S.1  PU /TPU

belongs to C.U /. But for f 2 C0 .U /,
.iU .f //E D .iU .f //S.1  PU /TPU  S.iU .f //.1  PU /TPU D 0;

where we have used the standard notation  for equality modulo compacts. Similarly E.iU .f //  0, so E 2 C.U /, as required.
Now we want to show that this presheaf is in fact a sheaf.
Theorem 3.6 The functor Q defined in Lemma 3.5 is in fact a sheaf of C  -algebras
in the sense of Definition 2.3.
S
Proof: We verify the uniqueness axiom. Let U D Uj be a union of open sets
and let T 2 D.U / represent an element of Q.U / whose restriction to Q.Uj / is zero
for each j . This implies that .f /T  0 whenever f 2 C0 .Uj / for some j . Now
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choose a locally finite partition of unity 'j subordinate to the cover U D fUi g of U
and for f 2 Cc .U / write
X
.f /T D
.f 'j /T  0
j

(the sum is finite because f is compactly supported). Since Cc .U / is dense in
C0 .U /, this suffices to prove that T is locally compact over U , and thus (appealing
to Lemma 3.3 in case the coarse structure is non-trivial) that T 2 C.U /. It follows
that ŒT  D 0 2 Q.U /.
We verify the gluing axiom. Let Tj 2 D.Uj / be a bounded family such that,
for each pair i;j , Ti jUj  Tj jUi is .Ui \ Uj /-locally compact. Choose a controlled
partition of unity f'j g subordinate to the cover U . Put
X
T D
.'j1=2 /Tj .'j1=2 /;
j

the series converging in the strong operator topology with kT k 6 supkTj k. We must
show that T 2 D.U / and that TjUk  Tk belongs to C.Uk /.
To prove the first, again it suffices to consider f 2 Cc .U / and note that

X
.f 'j1=2 /Tj .'j1=2 /  .'j1=2 /Tj .f 'j1=2 /
.f /T  T.f / D
j

is a finite sum of compact operators and hence compact. Thus T is pseudolocal, and
by construction it is controlled since the partition of unity f'j g is.
To prove the second, let g 2 Cc .Uk /. Then
X
.g/.T  Tk / D
.'j1=2 g/.Tj  Tk /.'j1=2 /:
j

Again the sum is finite, and each .'j1=2 g/.Tj  Tk / is compact by the gluing
condition. Thus TjUk Tk is locally compact over Uk . Another appeal to Lemma 3.3
(applied to the space Uk ) now completes the proof.
Remark 3.7 Finally note that Q is a special sheaf. To provide the module structure,
it suffices to show that .Cb .U // is central in Q.U /; that is to say, .Cb .U //
commutes modulo locally compact operators with every T 2 D.U /. But this is
easy: if f 2 Cb .U /, g 2 C0 .U / then
gŒT;f  D gTf  gf T  T gf  gf T  0

as required.
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Definition 3.8 We will call Q the sheaf of noncommutative symbols over X .
We emphasize that these constructions are valid for any choice of (weakly
compatible) coarse structure on X . It is an important observation (used, for example, in the construction of assembly maps) that the resultant sheaves Q are in fact
independent of the coarse structure. Sheaf theory permits a very concise formulation
of the proof:
Proposition 3.9 Let X be a locally compact metrizable space, and let C be a
coarse structure on X weakly compatible with the topology. Let H be an X -module
(assumed in the notation below). Then the map
Q.X; C / ! Q.X/;

defined by forgetting the coarse structure, is an isomorphism of algebras. In fact, it
comes from an isomorphism of the underlying sheaves.

Proof: Since X is locally compact, every x 2 X has a neighborhood U with
compact closure. The induced coarse structure on U is then the indiscrete structure,
and so Q.U; C / ! Q.U / is trivially an isomorphism. The result now follows from
Proposition 2.14.
This result has several applications: we give two.
3.1. Construction of assembly maps
Consider a space X with a compatible coarse structure C , as above. By Proposition 3.9, there is a short exact sequence of C  -algebras
0 ! C.XI C / ! D.XI C / ! Q.X/ ! 0:

The boundary map in the K -theory long exact sequence associated to this short
exact sequence of C  -algebras is the coarse assembly map for X
AC W Ki .X/ D KiC1 .Q.X// ! Ki .C.XI C //:

This construction of the coarse assembly map was first outlined in [6].
There is a similar construction of the classical (“Baum-Connes”) assembly map
(in the torsion-free case). The data here are a compact metric space X and a
normal covering space  W XQ ! X with covering group  (usually one considers
the universal cover, but that does not make any difference here). Let H be an
Q
X -module. There is an induced .X;/
-module HQ , that is an XQ -module with a
compatible unitary action of  . This is most briefly described as
HQ D E ˝C.X / H
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where E is the Hilbert C.X/-module of continuous sections of the “Mischenko
bundle”, the flat bundle over X associated to the natural representation of 1 .X/ on
Q /
`2 ./ by deck transformations. (If H D L2 .X;/, then HQ D L2 .X;
Q where Q is
the pull-back of the measure . )
Now consider the algebras C .X/ and D .X/ and their quotient Q .X/, compare [13]. Here C denotes the norm closure of the controlled3 , locally compact,
 -invariant operators on HQ , and D .X/ is the same thing with “locally compact”
replaced by “pseudolocal”. Again, for any open subset U of X we may define
C .U /, D .U / and Q .U / starting from the U -module PU H , and we have
Proposition 3.10 For any normal  -covering on X , the construction Q defines a
(special) sheaf of unital C-algebras over X .

Proof: We use the same techniques as before, being careful to employ  -invariant
partitions of unity.
Lemma 3.11 With the notation above, we have a (natural) isomorphism Q .X/ !
Q.X/.
Proof: Recall that  W XQ ! X denotes a covering map. Suppose that U  X
is an open set sufficiently small that  1 .U / Š U   (note that there is a basis
B for the topology of X consisting of such sets). Then PU HQ Š PU H ˝ `2 ./,
so that any bounded operator T on PU HQ can be represented by a matrix Tı of
bounded operators on PU H . Suppose that T is pseudolocal,  -invariant and of
finite propagation. Then Tı depends only on  ı 1 and is zero except for finitely
many values of  ı 1 , it is locally compact unless  D ı , and T is pseudolocal
(and independent of  ). It follows that the assignment
T 7! T

is an isomorphism Q .U / ! Q.U /. Since these isomorphisms are defined for
all U belonging to the basis B and are obviously compatible, Corollary 2.12 and
Proposition 2.14 show that they come from an isomorphism of sheaves.
It can be shown (see [13] again) that the algebra C .X/ is Morita equivalent to
the reduced C  -algebra Cr ./. Thus from the above lemma and the boundary map
in K -theory we obtain a homomorphism
A W Ki .X/ D KiC1 .Q.X// ! Ki .Cr .//

which is the Baum-Connes assembly map in this case.
3 With

Q
respect to the canonical -invariant coarse structure on X.
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3.2. Flasqueness
Recall that a sheaf A is said to be flasque (sometimes translated as flabby) if, whenever U  V are open sets, the restriction map A.V / ! A.U / is an epimorphism.
Proposition 3.12 Let X be a locally compact metrizable space and let H be an
X -module. Then the sheaf Q.IH /, defined over X , is flasque.
Notice that, in accordance with Proposition 3.9, we make no mention of any
coarse structure on X .

Proof: (Compare the “commutative proof” of Theorem 5.4.5 in [7].) It is enough
to show that, for any open subset U of X , the restriction Q.X/ ! Q.U / is
surjective. Moreover, in doing this, there is no loss of generality in assuming that X
is compact. In fact, if Y denotes the 1-point compactification of X , then D.Y IH /
is a subalgebra of D.XIH / and so it certainly suffices to prove that Q.Y / surjects
onto Q.U /.
Let us assume X is compact, then, and give U the topological coarse structure
C [14, Definition 2.28] associated to its compactification UN  X . According to
Proposition 3.9, we may write
Q.U / D D.U; C /=C.U; C /:

But now let P be the projection operator corresponding to U , and suppose that T is
a C -controlled and U -pseudolocal operator on PH . Suppose that T is supported in
a controlled subset S of U U . Let f;g 2 C.X/ have disjoint supports and let T 0 be
the extension of T by zero to an operator on H . By definition of the continuously
controlled coarse structure,
S \ .Supp.f /  Supp.g//

is a relatively compact subset of U  U . It follows from the pseudolocality of T that
.f /T 0 .g/ is a compact operator. By Kasparov’s Lemma, T 0 is pseudolocal on X ,
i.e., it belongs to D.X/, and it clearly maps to T under restriction. This completes
the proof.
Remark 3.13 We will discuss the homological implications of this flasqueness in a
subsequent paper.
Remark 3.14 Let Z  X be closed, and consider the restriction map
D.X/ ! Q.X n Z/

which we have just shown to be surjective. The kernel of this map is the ideal
consisting of those pseudolocal operators T on X which are locally compact away
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from Z — that is, if f vanishes on Z , then .f /T and T.f / are compact. This
ideal is denoted DX .Z/. Thus (by definition) we have an isomorphism
D.X/=DX .Z/ Š Q.X n Z/:

Remark 3.15 The excision theorem in K -homology says that “from the point of
view of K -theory” the ideal DX .Z/ behaves just like D.Z/. In particular, the
K -theory of DX .Z/=C.X/ is the same as that of Q.Z/; that is, the K -homology
of Z (with a dimension shift). See [7, Chapter 5].
In the context of the preceding remark, suppose that X also has a coarse
structure C . There is a version ([16]) of DX .Z/ that takes the coarse structure into
account: namely, the algebra DX .Z; C / generated by the controlled, pseudolocal
operators T that are locally compact away from Z and are also supported close to
T . This latter condition means that there is a controlled set S such that .f /T D
T.f / D 0 if Supp.f /  Z does not meet S . Similarly we may define CX .Z; C /
to be the algebra generated by the controlled, locally compact operators that are
supported close to Z ; it is an ideal in DX .Z; C /. We have the following “relative”
version of Proposition 3.9:
Proposition 3.16 In the situation above, the quotient
QX .Z; C / D DX .Z; C /=CX .Z; C /

is independent of the choice of compatible coarse structure C on X .
To prove this, we proceed as for the absolute version of the same result, Proposition 3.9. We need appropriate versions of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.6, which we
will state here and then prove in a moment.
Lemma 3.17 With notation as above, we have
DX .Z; C / \ C.X/ D CX .Z; C /:

Lemma 3.18 With notation as above, the functor
 7! Q .Z; C /

is a sheaf of C  -algebras. (Of course, the stalks over all x 2 X n Z are in fact zero.)
Once we know Q .Z; C / is a sheaf over X , for any coarse structure C , we may
argue exactly as in the absolute case that the forgetful map
Q .Z; C / ! Q .Z/

is an isomorphism on stalks and therefore a global isomorphism. This completes
the proof of Proposition 3.16.
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Proof of Lemma 3.17.: This follows (with one key modification) the pattern of the
proof of Lemma 3.3. Choose a controlled partition of unity f'j g on X . Let J 0 be
that subset of the index set J consisting of those j 2 J such that the 1-neighborhood
of Supp.'j / meets Z .
Let T 2 DX .Z; C / \ C.X/. Let Tn be a sequence of controlled, pseudolocal
operators, supported near to Z , locally compact away from Z , and converging (in
norm) to T . Let ˆ W B.H / ! B.H / be the completely positive contraction
X
ˆ.S/ D
.'j1=2 /S.'j1=2 /:
j 2J 0

It is easy to check that ˆ.S/ is a controlled operator supported near Z (whatever S
is), and that if S is pseudolocal and locally compact away from Z , then ˆ.S/  S
is locally compact. In particular, ˆ.T / D .ˆ.T /  T / C T is locally compact,
controlled, and supported near Z , so it belongs to CX .Z; C /. Moreover, T ˆ.T / D
lim.Tn  ˆ.Tn // is a limit of locally compact controlled operators supported near
to Z , hence it belongs to CX .Z; C /. It follows that T 2 CX .Z; C / as asserted.
Proof of Lemma 3.18.: It is clear that the functor described is a presheaf. The
proof of the uniqueness axiom proceeds as in the proof of 3.6, replacing the
reference to Lemma 3.3 with one to Lemma 3.17.
We verify the gluing axiom. Let Tj 2 DUj .ZI C / be a bounded family such that,
for each pair i;j , TijUj  Tj jUi is .Ui \ Uj /-locally compact. Choose a controlled
partition of unity f'j g subordinate to the cover U and, as in the preceding proof,
let J 0 be that subset of the index set J consisting of those j 2 J such that the
1-neighborhood of Supp.'j / meets Z .
Put
X
T D
.'j1=2 /Tj .'j1=2 /:
j 2J 0

We must show that T 2 DU .ZI C / and that TjUk  Tk belongs to CUk .ZI C /.
To prove the first, it suffices to consider f 2 Cc .U / and note that

X
.f 'j1=2 /Tj .'j1=2 /  .'j1=2 /Tj .f 'j1=2 /
.f /T  T.f / D
j 2J 0

is a finite sum of compact operators and hence compact. Thus T is pseudolocal,
and by construction it is controlled and supported near Z , and it is locally compact
away from Z since each Tj is.
To prove the second, let g 2 Cc .Uk /. Then
X
X
.g/.T  Tk / D
.'j1=2 g/.Tj  Tk /.'j1=2 / 
.'j1=2 g/Tk .'j1=2 /:
j 2J 0

j …J 0
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Each sum is finite, each .'j1=2 g/.Tj  Tk / is compact by the gluing condition, and
each .'j1=2 g/Tk for j … J is compact because Tk is locally compact away from
Z . . Thus TjUk  Tk is locally compact over Uk . Another appeal to Lemma 3.17
(applied to the space Uk ) now completes the proof.
4. The homology class of an elliptic operator
In Chapter X of [7], a procedure is described for associating a K-homology class to
any elliptic operator on a manifold M (whether or not the manifold is complete for
the operator). This process involves a number of “partition of unity” constructions
which are conveniently formulated in the language of the sheaf of symbols Q.
Let M be a manifold and let D be a (symmetric, first order) elliptic differential
operator on (the sections of some vector bundle S over) M . We are going to
associate a K -homology class to D . For this purpose, recall that a normalizing
function is an odd, smooth function W R ! Œ1;1 such that . / ! ˙1 as
! ˙1 (see [7, Definition 10.6.1]).
Let H denote the X -module L2 .S/. Fix a normalizing function . For each
x 2 M , choose an open set U containing x and an essentially selfadjoint differential
operator D 0 that agrees with D on U . By [7, Lemma 10.6.4], the operator .D 0 /
defined by functional calculus commutes modulo compact operators with every
function g 2 C0 .U /. In other words, it defines an element of D.U /.
Definition 4.1 The noncommutative symbol of D at x , denoted D .x/, is the
equivalence class defined by .D 0 / in the stalk
Q.x/ D lim Q.V / D lim D.V /=C.V /:
V 3x

V 3x

In order that D .x/ be well defined, we need the following proposition:
Lemma 4.2 The element D .x/ (of the stalk of Q at X ) defined above is a symmetry
(a selfadjoint involution), independent of all the choices involved in its construction,
namely those of the neighborhood U , the essentially self-adjoint extension D 0 , and
the normalizing function . Moreover, as x varies, the D .x/ form a section of the
sheaf Q.

Proof: Two normalizing functions differ by some ' 2 C0 .R/, and Proposition
10.4.1 of [7] shows that the corresponding operators differ by '.D 0 / 2 C.U /.
Moreover, since is real-valued and 2  1 2 C0 .R/ for any normalizing function
, the equivalence class of .D 0 / must indeed be a self-adjoint involution.
On the other hand, Lemma 10.8.4 of [7] shows that if two essentially selfadjoint
operators D 0 and D 00 agree on some neighborhood V of x (possibly smaller than
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U ), then there is some normalizing function such that .D 0 /.g/ D .D 00 /.g/
for all g 2 C0 .V /.
The final statement in the proposition (that we indeed have defined a section of
the sheaf Q) follows from Remark 2.13.

We have not mentioned yet the possibility that the underlying vector bundle S ,
and therefore the Hilbert space H , is graded (or multigraded). Such a grading
carries through the whole discussion, and it indexes the kind of K -theory class
determined by the operator in question. An ungraded symmetry in a C  -algebra
determines a K0 class; an odd, graded symmetry determines a K1 class; and, if
we are using multigradings, a p -multigraded symmetry determines a Kp class.
See [7, 18].
Definition 4.3 Let D be an elliptic operator as above. The K -theory class of the
(possibly graded) symmetry D in KiC1 .Q.X// is by definition the K -homology
class ŒD of the operator D , in the group Ki .X/.
Note that this agrees with Definition 10.8.3 of [7]. We have formulated our
present discussion in terms of symmetric, first order differential operators in order
to connect directly with the exposition in [7]. However, note that we could equally
well express matters in terms of pseudodifferential operators (of any order). Indeed,
the symbol calculus for pseudodifferential operators [17] directly gives a homomorphism from the algebra of principal symbols at x to the stalk Q.x/.
Analytic K -homology is a “locally finite” homology theory in the language
of topology, and in particular there exist natural restriction maps jU W K .X/ !
K .U /, for any open subset U of X . These are just the result of applying K -theory
to the restriction maps of the sheaf Q. Indeed, the restriction of elliptic operators to
open subsets becomes particularly straightforward from the sheaf-theoretic point of
view.
Proposition 4.4 Let M be a smooth manifold and let DM be a (symmetric first
order) elliptic operator on M . let U be an open subset of M and let DU be the
restriction of D to U . Then jU ŒDM  D ŒDU , where jU is the restriction map
defined above.

Proof: By its construction, the noncommutative symbol of an (elliptic) operator at
a point x depends only on the behavior of that operator in a neighborhood of x . But,
for x 2 U , DU and DM agree on a neighborhood of x (namely, U ).
4.1. Pairs of operators and relative homology
We now consider the relative version of the foregoing discussion, which underlies
the “relative index theorem” of [5] and elsewhere. The simplest example is of a
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manifold carrying two elliptic operators that agree outside of some closed subset.
More generally, let X be a locally compact metrizable space and Z a closed subset.
We consider the following relative elliptic data over .Z;X/:
(a) A pair of manifolds M1 ;M2 equipped with proper continuous control maps
c1 ;c2 to X .
(b) On each manifold Mk an elliptic operator Dk (symmetric, first order, differential, in accordance with our standing assumptions) operating on sections of a
bundles Sk (possibly graded).
(c) A diffeomorphism h W W1 ! W2 , where Wk D ck1 .X n Z/, commuting with the
control maps and covered by a bundle isomorphism S1jW1 ! S2jW2 (preserving
the gradings, if any) which intertwines the restrictions D1jW1 and D2jW2 .
We want to construct from this data a K -homology class for Z that measures the
“difference” between the homology classes of D1 and D2 .
To carry out the construction, let H1 and H2 denote the Hilbert spaces L2 .M1 ;S1 /
and L2 .M2 ;S2 /. Via the control maps, we can consider them as X -modules. Let
Qk D Q.XIHk /, for k D 1;2, and let Jk C Qk denote the ideal QX .ZIHk /.
Write Hk D L2 .Wk ;Sk /˚L2 .Mk nWk ;Sk / and let v W H1 ! H2 be an isometry
which is induced by the diffeomorphism h on the first factor of the direct sum and
is zero on the second factor. Then Ad.v/ W T 7! v  T v maps B.H1 / to B.H2 / and
we have
Lemma 4.5 The homomorphism Ad.v/ induces an isomorphism
˛ W Q1 =J1 ! Q2 =J2 :

Proof: It is only necessary to observe that v  v  1 2 J2 .
Remark 4.6 Note, in fact, that Ak =Jk D Q.X n ZIHk /, via the isomorphism of
Remark 3.14.
Now, following [12], let A be the “double”
A D f.a1 ;a2 / W ak 2 Qk ; ˛Œa1  D Œa2  2 A2 =J2 g:

The algebra A fits into a pull-back diagram
A

A2

A1

A1 =J1 D A2 =J2 :
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There is a short exact sequence
0 ! J2 ! A ! A1 ! 0

with maps j 7! .0;j /, .a1 ;a2 / 7! Œa1 , and this exact sequence is split by the
diagonal map a1 7! .a1 ;Ad.v/a1 /. Thus there is a canonical isomorphism
K .A/ Š K .J2 / ˚ K .A1 /:

(4.1)

And we note that by the excision theorem in K -homology, KC1 .J2 / Š K .Z/, the
K -homology of the closed subset Z .
Now let D1 and D2 be the elliptic operators from the given set of relative
data. Their noncommutative symbols D1 and D2 define symmetries in A1 and
A2 respectively. Moreover, the images of these symmetries in Ak =Jk D Q.X n
ZIHk / are the noncommutative symbols of the restrictions of Dk to the Wk : since
these operators agree here, the corresponding symmetries also agree (under the
isomorphism ˛ ). In other words, .D1 ;D2 / defines a symmetry F in the double
algebra A.
Definition 4.7 The component in KC1 .J2 / D K .Z/ (under the isomorphism
of Equation 4.1) of the K -theory class of this symmetry F is called the relative
homology class of the given set of relative elliptic data.
As in the absolute case (Proposition 4.4), the construction is functorial under
open inclusions U  X , provided that Z  U ; the proof is the same. Since the
receiving group K .Z/ remains unchanged under such open inclusions, we obtain
Proposition 4.8 The relative homology class of a set of relative elliptic data is
unchanged if we restrict the data to any neighborhood of Z . Consequently, this
relative homology class only depends on the behavior of the data in a neighborhood
of Z .
Compare Gromov and Lawson’s formulation of their relative index theorem, [5].
A more general relative index theorem in coarse geometry, based on the proposition
above, can be found in [15].
5. Appendix: Other notions of “families of C  -algebras”
The literature contains a number of (apparently) different notions of a “continuous
family” of C  -algebras parameterized by X . We briefly review these ideas here.
References for this subsection are [1], [9] and [19, Appendix C].
Definition 5.1 Let A be a C  -algebra. One says that A is a C0 .X/-algebra if there is
given a -homomorphism C0 .X/ ! Z .M.A//, the center of the multiplier algebra
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of A. In particular, then, A becomes a C0 .X/-module, and we will require that this
structure is essential in the sense that C0 .X/A D A.
Let A be a C0 .X/-algebra, and for any closed subset K of X let IK denote the
ideal of functions in C0 .X/ that vanish on K . Then IK A is a closed ideal in A. In
particular we can consider the quotient algebras
Ax D A=Ifxg A;

x2X

which form a family of C  -algebras parameterized by X . In fact they form an upper
semicontinuous C  -bundle A in the sense of [1, Definition 5.1]. Conversely, given
such an upper semicontinuous C  -bundle E over X , one can form its algebra of
continuous sections vanishing at infinity, and this is a C0 .X/-algebra. These constructions establish a one-to-one correspondence between essential C0 .X/-algebras
and upper semicontinuous C  -bundles over X , in the case of a locally compact
metrizable base space X .
Given an upper semicontinuous C  -bundle A , one can consider the functor
which assigns to each open subset U of X the space Ab .U / of bounded continuous
sections of A over U . It is easy to verify that this functor is a sheaf of unital
C  -algebras. Moreover, this is a special sheaf: Ab .U / is a module over Cb .U / for
every open set U . Conversely, given a special sheaf of unital C  -algebras, it can be
shown that its stalks in fact form an usc C  -bundle. Thus every special sheaf arises
from this construction.
As mentioned above, we do not use the results of this appendix in the main
part of the paper. Finally, note that the equivalences stated above depend on some
assumptions on the topology of X — our hypothesis that X is a proper metric space
is stronger than necessary, but Hausdorff and paracompact at least are needed. In
several classical applications of bundle theory for C  -algebras (though not in ours)
these hypotheses do not apply.
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